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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Estate Mafolie is located three-quarters of a mile north
of Charlotte Amalie on a hill overlooking St. Thomas Harbor.
Originally 42 acres, the present site consists of slightly
less than two acres and includes two residential structures.
The larger of the two houses is constructed of two one
story 15"8" wide rectangular structures with corrugated tin
hipped roofs, connected by a one story, narrow hipped roof
passage running the full length of the two parallel units.
The southern unit, the earliest (late 18th century) is 51'
long, seven bays by two and is built with a braced timber frame,
with horizontal sheathing covered with cypress shingles. The
corners are finished with flat cypress panels applied to simulate
quoins. The front (south) elevation has a low porch with the shed
roof supported by six slender octagonal wood columns. The eaves
are decorated with a sawn barge board using an acorn as its main
design element. The porch protects the centered entrance, a pair
of louvered doors provided with panelled shutters on the exterior.
The rectangular windows, three on either side of the door and two
in each end wall, have louvered blinds and panelled shutters.
They are constructed with the head and sill mortised into the
vertical timbers (approximately 4" x 5") and are terminated at
chair rail height. The fenestration pattern of the south
facade is repeated in what is now an interior partition, the
original north wall, with the central door opening to the passage.
The interior space is divided into three rooms by horizontal
board partitions with exposed timber framing. Each board wall
has a large rectangular opening, which, until recently, had
double louvered doors. These cross partitions run full height
to the wood tray ceiling. The seams of the continuous tray are
trimmed with flush panels with quarter round moldings. There is
no ceiling cornice, chair rail nor base mold, but the timber
framing which is exposed on the interior is beaded along both
exterior edges and the lower edge of the heavy timber sills have
applied simple molded trim. The east face of the opening in
the west partition is trimmed with mid 19th century casings,
used extensively in the later section of the residence. The
floor is random width boarding, with raised thresholds across
all openings. The two end rooms are provided with louvered
ventilators in the ceiling leading to the insulating air space
between the tray ceiling and the roof, now tin but with signs
of wood shingles.
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Estate Mafolie was originally part of Plantation Catherineberg. In an auction to settle the estate of H. H. Berg in 1862,
Plantation Gatherineberg was parcelled and L. L. Sonderburg
acquired Mafolie for $1700. Sonderburg was a St. Thomas merchant
and captain of the Hamborg. Mafolie was sold to Thomas Steveson,
Esquire, in 1874 for 850 pounds sterling. The inventory of the
estate listed as included in the sale, dwelling houses, outhouse,
cattle and household furniture and utensils. Steveson then sold
the estate to Mr. Ludvig Stunkel in 1877 for $4,750. In 1920
the property was owned by Carl V. La Beet, a St. Thomas merchant
and land owner who, in 1898, had been elected to the Colonial
Council of St. Thomas and the St. Thomas Harbor Council. The
Colonial Council was the agency in the Danish governed West
Indies which possessed legislative authority and administed
the economic affairs of the colony.
The name, Mafolie, means my folly in French. In 1882
the estate was the headquarters of the Brazilian astronomical
expedition which studied the transit of Venus. F. A. Ober
mentions Mafolie in "The Wake of Columbus" describing the
area as having an excellent panoramic view*
Estate Mafolie is important architecturally for the
somewhat rare use of timber frame in rural residential building,
and the unusual three part plan of the earlier residence. The
use of cypress shingles, once common in the less pretentious
residential structures in Charlotte Amalie, and the exceptional
trussed roof system of the second house are also of importance.
Also, Estate Mafolie has one of the more important private
collection of plantings on St. Thomas.
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The nominated property is located on No. 8 Estate Mafolie.
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The north section of the residence is also 15' 8" wide,
but is longer than the southern part, extending two bays to the
west. There is also a gabled roof cookhouse appended to the
western end wall. The long north wall (running east-west) is
rubble masonry, stuccoed, nine bays in length. The door, which
lines up with the door in the southern section, is bay four, from
the east end wall. The south facade and the east end wall are
timber framed with horizontal sheathing and cypress shingles.
The walls of the cookhouse are stuccoed rubble. The interior
of the later section has three bedrooms west of the cross hall
and a large bedroom east. A tray ceiling extends from the
cookhouse wall to the hall, with the large bedroom having its
own tray. The cross partitions extend full height to the tray
ceiling and are timber framed with narrow beaded edge tongue and
grooved siding laid horizontal. This same material is used to
panel the ceilings. All windows and door openings are trimmed
with flat Greek Revival period casings with a molded back band.
The windows have recently been provided with glass jalousies,
but retain their original board shutters. The double door opening
to the porch is the typical wood louver panelled shutter combination.
The porch is one story, with a flat roof and extends from the
second bay to the sixth on the north facade. The roof is
supported by six slender square posts with chamfered edges.
There is a continuous handrail with the space below it filled
in with diagonal latticework.
The cookhouse has an exposed timber framed roof and
retains the original charcoal range and hood in the west end
wall. Ruins of the separate bake oveRv are visible outside
of the cookhouse to the south. One stone cistern is appended
to the west wall of the cookhouse and a second cistern is located
southeast of the earlier southern section of the house.
The connecting passage is six feet in width, runs the full
length of the longer north part and has its own hipped roof,
creating a visually as well as functionally interesting linkage
of the two parts.
This structure sits on a low walled terrace which surrounds
the house and is extended to include the second residence,
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southeast of the first house. A slave cottage existed in the
southwest corner of the terrace but was demolished because of
its deteriorated condition in the 1950's. A two stall garage
has been installed below the terrace where this cottage once
stood.
The second residence is one story, square in plan, 30' to
a side, with a pyramidal tin roof. The five bay walls are timber
framed with cypress shingles on the exterior and horizontal wood
sheathing on the interior. The timber roof framing is exposed,
with a flat truss supporting the high roof. The residence is
now divided into four rooms with one of the early partitions
that set of the center hall now removed. A later frame partition
has been added at the rear of the large central space. A double
entrance door is centered in the south facade, flanked by two
rectangular windows on either side. The entrance is protected by
a full width shed roofed porch, supported by six square posts
with beaded edges. The corners of the house repeat the quoining
details of the earlier residence, and the windows and doors
have the typical louvered blind and panelled shutter combination.
The paved terrace projects to the east of this building and
incorporates a stone cistern.
The entire site is landscaped into terraces which have
exceptional plantings, including more than ten varieties of
palm, large mahogany, lignum vitae, turpentine and flamboyant
trees as well as numerous varieties of tropical shrubs and plants
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